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Silverlens is pleased to present Cartomancer, a new solo exhibition by Yvonne Quisumbing. 
This marks the artist’s third individual presentation with the gallery, previous shows being 
Apothecary: Prelude in 2020 and Who Are You Wearing? in 2015. 

 
Yvonne Quisumbing’s Cartomancer follows a storyline from the innocent Fool towards the 
wisdom of the World. The narrative is told in ten oil on sculptural substrates, each 
representing ten out of the several archetypes in the Tarot deck. She lays down this 
powerful deck of designs that grounds the art of fortune-telling to folk healing. Frowned 
upon by conservatives, cartomancy is deemed as an unproductive pastime while 
traditional medicine is pushed to the outskirts by big pharmaceutical companies. 
Quisumbing prominently and defiantly weaves these two heresies to concoct a potent 
remedy for our era of speed and strife. 
 
Cartomancer is the third in the APOTHECARY series inspired by Dr. Eduardo Quisumbing's 
Medicinal Plants of the Philippines (1951,1978), an acclaimed catalogue of common 
Philippine flora with healing properties published to alleviate the suffering of Filipinos during 
post-war Philippines. In a bid to likewise glean through recent national and global tragedies, 
this most recent part of the series sets its unflinching gaze at our uncertainties amidst 
accelerating flux. Gently augmenting a sustained dialogue that reveals the unfolding 
spiritual and creative journey of an artist into the scientific and nationalist mind of her 
forebear, Quisumbing lays down an account that calls for a slowing down and delving deep 
into the knowledge of the self to counter the anxieties of a nation. 
 

Words by Adjani Arumpac 
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About the Artist  

Yvonne Quisumbing is an artist based in Cebu. She studied Interior Design in PSID and Ab 

Fashion Design in the College of St. Benilde. She worked as a designer and pattern-maker for 20 

years and received awards in fashion locally and internationally. Her first solo art show in 2005 

was a fusion of fashion, paintings, sculptures, and film. In 2020, she earned her master's degree in 

fine arts, summa cum laude, from UST.  

 

About SILVERLENS  

Through its artist representation, institutional collaborations, art consultancy, and exhibition 

programming, including art fairs and gallery partnerships, SILVERLENS aims to place its artists 

within the broader framework of the contemporary art dialogue. Its continuing efforts to 

transcend borders across art communities in Asia have earned its recognition from both artists 

and collectors as one of the leading contemporary art galleries in Southeast Asia. SILVERLENS 

was founded by Isa Lorenzo and Rachel Rillo in 2004.  

 

Enhanced Safety Measures  

The health and safety of our staff, guests, and larger community remain our utmost concern. To 

ensure this, the gallery is taking strict measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Upon entering 

the compound, security guards will take your temperature and ask you to fill out a health 

inspection form. Hand sanitizer will be provided, and high-touch surfaces will be cleaned following 

each visit. All visitors are required to wear and keep on their masks throughout the visit. We kindly 

ask for your cooperation at this time.  

 

Gallery Hours 

The gallery is open for walk-ins from Tuesday to Saturday, 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM. There is no 

entrance fee; we only ask that you follow the safety measures indicated above. 

 

For press inquiries, contact  

Meg Genuino, media-assistant@silverlensgalleries.com    

 

For all other inquiries, contact  
Erlyz Santos, inquiry@silverlensgalleries.com  

 


